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In the current China, the professional associations takes on an important social 
function and exercises strong and comprehensive public power, which causes more 
and more disputes with its members. However, in virtue of current setting standards of 
defendants of Administrative Litigation and the improper intervention of national 
power in professional associations’ autonomy, it is difficult to absorb the action that 
the professional associations exercises the public power to its members into the scope 
of Administrative Litigation, which is not good for the protection of the right of guild 
member. Take the Chinese Football Association for an example, the paper analyzes 
the punishment that is made by it to its members, tries to illustrate the legitimacy of 
judicial review of this punishment and analyzes the court how to make the judicial 
review and settle such punishment disputes from several aspects, in order to benefit 
for the protection of members’ right of Chinese Football Association, the coordination 
between the rule of law and the autonomy of Chinese Football Association. 
The thesis is made up of the preface, the body and the conclusion, in which the 
body is divided into four chapters. 
The first chapter defines the nature of the punishment made by Chinese Football 
Association ,reveals the reason of court refuse examine the punishment and illustrates 
the legitimacy of the judicial review of this punishment. The second chapter discusses 
the scope of acceptance of the specific punishment and the rule of punishment should 
be reviewed.It will be analyzed in the third chapter that when the punishment disputes 
enter administrative procedure, the court will use which regulations to make the 
verdict. In the application, this paper hackles the regulations of ‘should use’ according 
to the current regulations and simply analyzes whether the guild directives of Chinese 
Football Association can be used in the settlements of disputes. The last chapter gives 
the results of the review principles in the reviewing process and illustrates what 
verdicts can be made after review. 
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第一章  司法审查的正当性 






































































































































































































































第二节  司法审查的现实困境 
2001 年 10 月 16 日，中国足协以“打假球”为由，对长春亚泰等五家足球
俱乐部作出了“中国足球史上 为严厉的处罚”，即“中国足球协会足纪字
[2001]14 号处理决定”。在该决定中，中国足协取消了长春亚泰足球俱乐部升
入甲 A 和 2002、2003 年甲乙级足球联赛引进国内球员的资格，并限令长春亚
泰足球俱乐部进行为期三个月的内部整顿。同时作出对该俱乐部教练员停止工
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